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内 容 摘 要 
刑事辩护律师的天职就是维护被追诉者的诉讼权利，其职责的本质就是代表
当事人同公权力进行抗衡，从而确保被追诉者个人权利的充分实现与免受非法干








































The basic function for an advocate on criminal defense is to protect the accused’s 
rights and the nature of his duty is to challenge public power on behalf of his client, 
assuring the accused’s rights are fully realized free from illegal intervention. The 
system of advocacy was introduced into China on early twentieth century and the 
adversary proceedings was adopted in the Criminal Procedure Law of China revised 
in 1996 in order that the system of criminal procedure in this country would be more 
democratic and would meet the demand of modern criminal proceedings.  
Nevertheless, the introduction of western legal culture is not harmonious due to the 
traditional Chinese culture and the influence of rooted idea of legal value of this 
nation.  For a long time, the main purpose of criminal proceedings of China was to 
investigate and punish crime.  As a result, the legislation of criminal proceedings 
lacks the protection of human rights and the role of defense is not played fully.  The 
defective system of advocacy has hampered the development of modernization and 
democratization of criminal proceedings in China while advocate confronts with such 
difficulties.  Based on the role of defense in criminal proceedings, this article is 
trying to expound the rationale of existence of criminal defense, analysis further the 
problems and obstacles faced by advocate, in order to find a solution to facilitate the 
pace of improvement in the criminal legislation of China. 
The article includes 5 chapters except preface and epilogue. 
In the first part of this article, the meaning of defense is expounded to point out 
the important role of defense in criminal proceedings. Furthermore, the legitimacy of 
defense is analyzed to explain the basis of advocate participating in criminal 
proceedings.  
In the second part, the theory based on existence of system of advocacy is 
analyzed to answer the questions that why there is need to defend criminal and why 
there is need to establish system of advocacy to grant the right to attorney to criminal.  
The difficulties and bafflements of advocacy participating in criminal 















The ground for the problems is analyzed in the fourth part so that to find a 
solution to improve the system of advocacy of China. 
 In the fifth part, a number of opinions and suggestions based on structure of 
criminal proceedings, stage of action and improvement of the right of advocacy is 
putted forward in order that would benefit the improvement of the system of advocacy 
of China. 
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护。1948 年 12 月 10 日联合国大会通过的由人权委员会起草的《世界人权宣言》
第 11 条就强调受刑事控告者享有辩护权。1966 年 12 月 16 日第 21 届联合国大
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